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Message from the
Executive Director
and President of
the Board
Join Fife House Foundation in celebrating our 30th
Anniversary!
In February 1988, Fife House Foundation was founded by Mary Anne Shaw and a group of close friends who
were inspired by George Fife, a local lawyer and good
friend, who had recently lost his struggle with HIV/AIDS.
Through the grassroots efforts of this dedicated group
of individuals, Fife House’s first residence, the Denison
Program, opened in July 1990, serving 5 residents.
Fife House has come a long way in the past 30 years,
becoming the largest provider of housing and support
services for people living with HIV/AIDS in Canada.
By the end of 2018, Fife House will have 7 residential programs providing a continuum of housing and
supports that have been built with strong community
partnerships and will house and support close to 300
individuals.
The past year has been an exciting time of transition and growth for Fife House. There have been
transitions in our senior management team, a review
and restructure of our Development Department, and
the on-boarding of several exciting new projects and
partnerships.
In June 2018, Fife House entered into a 20-year
lease for 9 Huntley Street with the City of Toronto. We
began extensive renovations to provide a twenty-bed,
18-month transitional housing program for people
living with HIV/AIDS, who are in or entering the shelter
system. Renovations will be complete and program
start-up will begin late 2018.
The Huntley Transitional Housing Program will
deliver an innovative program partnership with the City
of Toronto Shelter Support and Housing Administration,
Habitat Services, and the Inner City Family Health Team.
With the support of two operational funders, the pro-
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gram will deliver onsite 24/7 residential and personal
care supports, intensive case management, and access
to clinical supports including primary care, psychiatry,
nursing, and occupational therapy.
Over the last year, Fife House has also continued to
expand access to housing units through new referral
agreements, and linked these new units to homeless
clients with the greatest need.
Our Coordinated Access for HIV/AIDS Housing and
Supports and the Homeless Outreach Program continue to be Fife House’s largest support programs. Last
year, Coordinated Access received close to 300 unique
referrals and the Homeless Outreach Program worked
with 320 unique clients, providing housing search and
placement, eviction prevention services and transitional supports. The amazing work of these dedicated
teams continue to provide successful housing search
placement and supports within the context of a housing
crisis with historically lowest vacancy rates, the continued loss of entry level housing stock, and skyrocketing rents.
In January 2018, Fife House received funding from
the Toronto Central LHIN to develop and deliver a model of personal support and coordinated care for men
living at Seaton House Shelter. The project is in collaboration with the shelter support and clinical teams at
Seaton House with a focus upon addressing the unmet
health and personal care needs of men who have complex health conditions.
Over the last year, our dedicated team of 300
volunteers and peers delivered close to 15,000 hours
of service, the equivalent of seven full-time staff. This incredible team supported the provision of direct services
to clients, administrative and reception duties, fundraising and event activities, governance and support to the

board and committees, and provided lived experience
that supported the quality of life of our clients and the
communities we serve.
We could not do what we do without you! Thank you
so much!
Fife House continues to take a leadership role in
peer engagement and capacity building. Fife House’s
Peer Engagement Team has close to 60 peers who are
working and volunteering throughout the agency. Peer
staff and volunteers lead our bi-weekly Housing Help
Drop-in, our Breakfast Club, Bread Program, and Second
Harvest Food Program.
Over the next year, Fife House will continue to
expand its peer programming and capacity building
through the development of a new food and life skills
program at the Huntley Transitional Housing Program
and expand the Housing Help Drop-in with a Peer Service Navigation Team.
Through this growth and change Fife House remains
focused on helping people rebuild their lives through
securing affordable housing, and providing flexible services and programming, aimed at supporting housing
stability and client independence.
The year ahead will be exciting and transformative
for everyone here at Fife House.

Hollie Devlin
President of the Board

Michael Blair
Executive Director
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Fife House
At A Glance

Mission
To provide secure and affordable supportive housing
and support services for persons living with HIV/AIDS.

Our Values
We believe that:
Access to secure and affordable
housing is a key determinant
for the health and well-being of
people living with HIV/AIDS.

Our services must be provided
in a flexible manner in order
to meet the diverse needs of
residents, clients and those who
support them.

Co-operation, collaboration
and partnership with other
service agencies are essential
to the delivery of focused, costeffective services.

Principles of equity, access and
respect of diverse communities
are the cornerstone to helping
people living with HIV/AIDS to
thrive.

The meaningful involvement of
diverse diverse communities of
people living with HIV/AIDS is
essential to building and leading
our agency to bring about
positive and lasting change.

Our research informs our
direction through knowledge
creation, transfer and exchange
that lead to improved services
that enhance the quality of quality
of health outcomes and lives of
people living with HIV/AIDS

All people have the right to live
and work in an environment of
mutual respect, compassion and
dignity.

Hope is essential.

Fife House is Canada’s
largest provider of
supportive residential
programming and
housing services for
men, women and families
living with HIV/AIDS.
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Residential Housing
Programs

>280
Unique Individuals
Housed

320 98%

Housing Help Clients
served by Homeless
Initiatives

Occupancy Rate in the
Addictions Supportive
Housing Program

Secure and supportive affordable housing and services
for people living with HIV/AIDS in the Greater Toronto
Area remains Fife House's first commitment. In 2017–
2018, Fife House continued its advocacy for hope, help,
and home.

300 15+

Volunteers Contribute
Over 15,000 Hours

Community Programs
Are Offered Providing
over 1000 Units of Care

1275 60
Huntley Transitional Housing Program
Fife House entered into a 20-year lease for 9 Huntley Street with the
City of Toronto. Fife House will develop and provide an 18-month
transitional housing program at the 9 Huntley site for persons living
with HIV/AIDS who are in, or entering, the shelter system. Fife House
is excited to add our seventh building bolstering existing services and
supports and ensuring a brighter future for people living with HIV/AIDS.

Community Members
Attended Shady
Queens: The Shequel

Peers Active
Throughout the
Agency

Fife House has always been committed to raising
awareness about HIV/AIDS and special events play a key
role. In 2017–2018, Fife House's three signature events
continue to grow not only in size and success but client
impact as well.
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Huntley
Transitional
Housing Program

Fife House is developing a 20-bed Transitional Housing Program
at 9 Huntley Street. This programming is designated for people
living with HIV/AIDS who are chronically homeless and who are
accessing the emergency shelter system.
Fife House has formed an innovative partnership with the
Shelter Support and Housing Administration, Habitat Services,
the Inner City Family Health Team and Inner City Health Associates. The partnership will deliver a transformational model of
housing supports, clinical care and intensive case management
supports focused on the delivery of a client-centred model of
care with an emphasis on recovery, rehabilitation, pathways to
the right long-term housing along with supports, harm reduction, disease prevention, chronic disease management and
health promotion.
Initially, Shelter Support and Housing Administration and
the Inner City Family Health Team will work with Fife House
on the transition of men living with HIV/AIDS with complex
health co-morbidities from Seaton House (who will be displaced during the George Street Redevelopment) and the men’s
emergency shelter system, into the new Huntley Transitional
Housing Program.
This program will be fully integrated with all Fife House programs and services, and with existing community and clinical
partnerships aimed at bridging the gaps in care, expanding the
continuum of care and housing, and optimizing transitions to
the right supportive or permanent housing options, for homeless people living with HIV/AIDS.
The 24/7 Fife House staffing team includes integrated housing support, clinical support and intensive case management,
and will support activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily living, assistance with personal care and homemaking. This team will also support and participate in ongoing
management and provide crisis supports around mental health
and addictions. The team will provide support to all Huntley
Transitional Housing Program residents.
The Fife House intensive case management team will take
the lead in ongoing assessment of need, service/care planning
and coordination for individual clients. The team will support
Huntley Transitional Program residents and provide transitional
intensive case management to all step-up housing clients, to
those moving to supportive/permanent housing locations, and
to new and existing complex care clients. They will also provide
short-term intensive case management to clients identified

Open
Early ing
Nex
Year t
!

20
Bed

18–month transitional housing program
providing all residents:

24/7

Intense Case
Management

Support

An Inclusive
Environment

On-site

Staff

Individualized
Support Plans

through intake and assessment who may be wait-listed for
housing.
The Inner City Family Health Team will provide clinical
services support to all Huntley Transitional Program residents,
step-up housing clients and those who transition to other
supportive/permanent housing. The Inner City Family Health
Team and Fife House will also develop an outreach clinic for
HIV+ individuals who are already Inner City clients or who are
referred by Shelter Support and Housing Administration, at The
Huntley Transitional Housing Program or through Fife House’s
Sherbourne Wellness Centre.

Find out how you
can support this
transformational
project!

Volunteer
One-Time Donation
Become a Fife House Builder
Visit fifehouse.org for more!
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Supportive
Housing Programs

Fife House operates three Supportive Housing Programs that
offer support services through a network of qualified staff and
volunteers:
•
•
•

Sherbourne, an integrated apartment building with 45
units designated for people living with HIV/AIDS;
Denison, a residential program for 5 individuals; staff
also provide support services to 14 persons at two
non-profit housing programs;
Jarvis, an 82-unit apartment building.

By the end of 2018, Fife House will have provided support
services to 280 residents/clients through the Supportive &
Transitional Housing Programs and other housing partnerships.
Additionally, Fife House supports 320 housing help clients
through our Homeless Outreach Program.
Staff meet regularly with residents to review needs, plan
action steps and assist with applications and paperwork.

Sherbourne
Integrated living residence with 112 units operated under a
strong partnership arrangement.
The Sherbourne Apartments are designed to serve an integrated population of seniors and people living with HIV/AIDS
in close partnership with Woodgreen Community Services
and Wellesley Central Residence Inc. With a roof-top healing
garden, community kitchen, communal lounge and ground
floor patio, the Sherbourne Apartments embody the vision to
create a supportive environment of acceptance and tolerance
for all residents. Fife House provides housing and support
services for people living with HIV/AIDS in 45 of the 112 units in
the building, a combination of bachelors, one bedroom, and
two bedroom units for families or individuals, some with live-in
caregivers. Support is provided seven days a week, 24 hours a

day based on identified client needs and goals through ongoing
case management and service plans. An emphasis is placed on
life skills development and supporting independent living. The
Sherbourne Program has played an integral role in the success
of the HIV/AIDS Complex Care Project between 2012 and 2015,
housing ten individuals living with HIV/AIDS who are aging and
have multiple complex health conditions. The Complex Care
Program was unique in Toronto and has since evolved into providing transitional care coordination, which provides intense
case management to vulnerable individuals living with multiple
health complications, and today connects Fife House to the
broader health care community through the Metro East Toronto
Health Links and their Virtual Hub. The six-person Sherbourne
staffing team’s engagement and support with complex care
residents has led to several clients graduating from the Complex Care Program to service-as-usual with residential program
supports.
Over the course of ten years at this location, Fife House has
gained a valuable partner in Woodgreen and also access to a
wider network of partner agencies, which has allowed us to
cope quickly with the changing needs of the community and
grow together to enhance the lives of our residents. Together,
Fife House and Woodgreen have been able to leverage the
expertise of each organization to offer a program greater than
the sum of its parts.

Sherbourne Transitional Housing Program
24-hour program to transition clients to independent living
The Transitional Housing Program (THP) provides temporary,
supportive housing for nine months, in a shared communal
living environment to 11 people living with HIV/AIDS. Many
residents of THP arrive with an often lengthy history of homelessness or chronically unstable housing. Each resident is
provided a furnished bachelorette unit with kitchenette and
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private bathroom, and shared common living, dining, kitchen,
and laundry facilities. THP is staffed 24 hours, seven days per
week. The six-person staff team provide residents with goal-focused service planning, intensive case management, assistance
with activities of daily living, and advocacy support. The focus
is on improved health outcomes, finding permanent housing, and connection to needed care and supports. Fife House
partners closely with the Positive Service Coordination, a program through LOFT McEwan, which provides additional case
management during residents’ stay; which continues when
they move out into the community. In 2017/2018, the program
served 31 persons, with 21 move-ins and 21 move-outs and
81% of clients reaching their goal of independent housing.

Denison
24-hour program supporting independent living
Launched in 1985, Denison is the oldest of Fife’s residential
programs and is home to five residents with staff on-site to provide 24-hour support services. Denison is considered long-term
transitional housing, supporting resident independence and
transition into independent living or other permanent supportive housing in the community. Fife House is fully responsible
for waiting lists, building maintenance, property management,
rent collection, and support services. From Fife House’s six-person staff team, clients receive case management, practical
supports and assistance with activities of daily living aimed at
maintaining their health and independence. Clients have their
own bedroom and share common facilities like bathrooms,
the kitchen, the living room, and the yard. Rent is geared-to-income, as set out by the Ministry of Housing. Clients are encouraged to take responsibility, as much as their health permits, for
their own care and for the house.
The Denison Program also provides housing support and
case management services to an additional 17 clients who are

housed at three locations in our partnership with St. Clare’s
Multifaith Housing and Toronto Community Housing. These
locations are mainly in the west end of the city. Fife House has
partnered with Toronto Community Housing for four units in a
house in the west end of Toronto. Denison Staff provide satellite support to the residents there.

Jarvis
82-unit apartment-style residence designated for people
living with HIV/AIDS
The Jarvis residence, a partnership with Toronto Community
Housing, provides 82 units of affordable housing and is one of
the largest residential programs at Fife House. Fife staff provide
client support services 12 hours a day, seven days a week. The
building was purpose-built in the 1980s to provide independent
housing for people living with HIV/AIDS. Toronto Community
Housing acquired the building and soon partnered with Fife
House to provide support to residents in need. While Toronto
Community Housing owns the building and is fully responsible
for waiting lists, building maintenance, property management
and rent collection, Fife House works to provide tenants with
supports to assist with independent living. The four-person
Jarvis staff team assists clients with a range of services related
to activities of daily living, including but not limited to; light
housekeeping; personal care; medication assistance; accompaniments; referrals and informal counseling; case management; advocacy; as well as providing communal meal programming, an in-house massage program, and access to other
community events. This program fosters a strong community
spirit among residents which helps to alleviate the loneliness
and isolation often experienced by this community. The staff
team also provides offsite care and supports to an additional
five units of housing with Toronto Community Housing similar
to the Scattered Sites Model of our Denison Program.
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Homeless Outreach
Program

Fife House has been a leader in providing services to
people experiencing homelessness or those at risk of
experiencing homelessness that are living with HIV/AIDS
across the City of Toronto. To address the challenges
with affordable housing and navigating the ongoing
challenges with the housing system, the Homeless
Outreach Program (HOP) has expanded to include a
peer-led biweekly drop-in for one-on-one housing help.
HOP has been providing housing search and placement,
eviction prevention and transitional supports to the
community of people living with HIV/AIDS for for the last
16 years.
HOP is Fife House’s largest program in terms of
clients served. In 2017/2018 the HOP caseload carried
more than 300 active clients. During this period 103
people living with HIV/AIDS have been housed.

“

“I have been living with my friend/caregiver for years.
As time goes on I can feel my health declining, my
short-term memory not as sharp as it once was and
my friend/caregiver having to be more patient with
me and my evolving challenges. I have also been
feeling more isolated as of late. Recently our landlord
gave us notice that we must move as they were selling
the property. This news sent me into a panic because
I had no idea what to do, where to look. I got connected to HOP, they were very honest with me and gave

In 2017/2018, HOP has HOP is Fife House's
expanded to include a largest program with
more than

Peer-Led
Biweekly

Drop-in 300
for one-on-one housing help

active clients

me options. Some of the options were very hard to
hear but they were reassuring with the support they
could provide me. I felt uneasy about the future but I
didn’t feel alone. Through diligent work and numerous applications HOP helped me secure an offer for
me and my friend/caregiver. I was going through so
much stress but HOP helped me so much with coping
mechanisms for my memory issues, I am so grateful I
am able to maintain my quality of life with my friend/
caregiver. The offer I got was from a place that also
has support staff on site. Now my friend/caregiver
can have some respite and more emphasis can be
placed on friend not caregiver. Thanks so much!”

The Coordinated Access
to HIV/AIDS Housing and
Supports Initiative Program
In 2015, Fife House developed a common intake and
assessment tool and process for all HIV-related housing
and case management supports for people living with
HIV/AIDS experiencing and at risk of homelessness. This
initiative currently holds a formal partnership agreement with eight housing and support service providers.
In 2017, the initiative received 278 referrals. Of
these, 147 completed full coordinated intake and

“

assessments for housing and supports. The success of
this initiative has been the provision of a single access
point or hub with the goal of getting clients to the right
services at the right time.
This partnership is aligned to Access Point and is the
portal for all intakes and referrals. Applicants complete
the Coordinated Access Screening Tool on our website
(fifehouse.org) to apply for our programs and services.

FIFE HOUSE'S HOMELESS OUTREACH
PROGRAM IS ON THE FRONT LINES OF
TORONTO'S HOUSING CRISIS.
The Average Cost of
Rent in Toronto Is at
Historic
47%
Highs.
23%
50% OF INCOME

30% OF INCOME

Income Spent on Rent
and Utilities

Source: Canadian Rental Housing Index

THE HOUSING
MARKET IS EVEN
MORE DIFFICULT
FOR THOSE THAT
ARE EXPERIENCING
HOMELESSNESS.

95%
Average Occupancy
Rate of Homeless
Shelters in Toronto

Source: Vital Signs Report 2017/18

The Vacancy Rate of
Toronto Housing is

1.1%

Well Below the Ideal
of 3–4% for a Healthy
Housing Market

Source: CMHC—Urban Vacancy Rates - Oct 2017

92,452

Number of Active
Household Applications
on the Toronto Social
Housing Waiting List
Source: Social Housing Waiting List Report

To Join Us in the
Fight Against
Homelessness, Visit
fifehouse.org to
Learn More about
Volunteering,
Donating, or the
Other Ways to Give

1 in 5

Torontonians live on
or less than

$7.35/day
Source: Who’s Hungry Report, 2017

Average Wait Times
for Rent-Geared-toIncome Housing is

8.34 yrs

Source: 2016 Waiting
Lists Survey Report
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Community
Programs
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The Community Programs Department was created to address
isolation and marginalization of men, women and families
living with HIV/AIDS. The program promotes social integration,
health, and well-being which help in developing a sense of belonging and community among residents and within the larger
community.
The staff team oversees the Wellness Centre at our Sherbourne site which provides a variety of services, offered by
professionals, free of charge. Alternative therapies are an important complement to established therapies in order to help
maintain complete health and are popular with people living
with HIV/AIDS. The team strive to provide a variety of opportunities for residents and clients in all programs. Currently, the
following therapies and wellness programs are being offered
on a regular basis:

Social and Recreational Programs provide access to a range of
activities, services and outlets for residents/clients. The goals
of the activities are to bring people together to socialize and get
to know each other better and to promote an active lifestyle for
the residents.:

•

Massage therapy

•

•

Polarity therapy

•

Reflexology

•

Yoga

•

Workshops on financial literacy, health, benefits,
and community services

•

Group outings for shopping, recreational
activities, and performances

•

Expressive Art Club and the Annual Creative
People’s Festival

•

Gardening Club

Dance classes

•

Bingo

•

Hair cuts

•

Bereavement meetings

•

Dental hygienist
cleanings

•

Special dates and events celebration with the
residents

Food Programs
Fife House recognizes that eating
a balanced and nutritious meal
can be a challenge for some of our
residents. Recognizing that healthy
eating supports a healthy immune
system and healthy living, Fife House
created a series of meal programs.
With the support and supervision
of our Food Developer Worker, who
develops the menus, meals are
prepared and served to residents by
volunteers and peers. Some meals
are provided to residents free or
charge while other meals require a
small amount in order to help offset
the rising costs of ingredients.

Currently the meal programs we offer
include:
Breakfast Club – This peer-led program is
offered twice a week. Also offered weekly
at the Jarvis Residences.
Bread Distribution – A peer-led program
with the support of Cobbs Bakery. Donated bread are distributed to residents in
different locations.
Wednesday Meal – With the support of
Second Harvest, volunteers and peers are
supervised by our Food Developer Worker
as they prepare a balanced and nutritious
meal for residents. Volunteers also prepare
and serve weekly meals at the Jarvis
Residences.
Sunday Meals & Sunday Brunch – Two
dedicated teams of volunteers prepare

RBC Breakfast & Brunch Club
Through the generosity of the RBC Foundation, the Sherbourne
Residence is able to offer a twice-weekly Breakfast Club for
residents to gather, interact and have a light meal.
Additionally, funding is provided for a monthly Sunday

meals twice a month for our Jarvis
residents.
Second Harvest Food Distribution –
Weekly food donations from Second Harvest are used in the preparation of meals
served to residents. Donated food is also
distributed to residents in our different
locations.
Moss Park Vegetable Garden – A peer-led
initiative where peers plant and cultivate
vegetable gardens during the summer
months that are harvested to be offered
as fresh and organic options in our meal
programs.
There are slight differences between the
food programs that we offer, depending on
the location.

brunch. Every month, a dedicated team of RBC volunteers
prepare, serve and clean up a hearty brunch that is very popular with residents. More than 30 people attend each month to
enjoy such offerings as French toast, pancakes, bacon, sausages and other hot items. Tea, coffee, juice and fresh fruit are
always in supply.
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Volunteer &
Peer Engagement
Programs

300

Our volunteers are an integral part of Fife House. The agency utilizes the services of approximately 300 individuals, contributing over
15,000 hours annually to:

individual volunteers
contributed a total of

15,000
Hours
which is the equivalent of
over seven full-time staff

Provide direct service to clients;
Assist with administration/reception;
Assist with fundraising initiatives and
events;
Govern and provide strategic direction to
Fife House (board and committees);
Utilize their lived experience to support
and enhance the quality of life of people
living with HIV/AIDS.

Peer Volunteers
In the past couple of years, Fife House has been intentional in increasing its efforts to attract and engage clients, residents and other people living with HIV/AIDS –
also known as ‘peers’ in volunteer roles. Today we have
approximately 60 peers who are actively contributing to
the volunteer team and utilizing their lived experience
with HIV/AIDS in many of their volunteer roles.
Our Peer Engagement Team meets on a regular
basis, creating a space for our peers to come together
and discuss topics that are relevant to them and to
provide support to our peer team.

In 2017, Fife House joined forces with five organizations across the province: Toronto People with
AIDS Foundations (PWA) and AIDS Bereavement and
Resiliency Program of Ontario (ABRPO) from Toronto, AIDS Committee of Windsor (ACW) from Windsor,
Reseau Access Network from Sudbury, and Elevate NOW
from Thunder Bay. An application was submitted to the
Public Health Agency of Canada and was successfully
funded for a 5-year project to enhance the health and
wellbeing of people living with and at risk of HIV and/or
Hepatitis C by engaging them in skills development and
capacity building opportunities within their respective
agencies.
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A Taste
for Life

Presenting Sponsor

Sponsors

On April 25th, 39 restaurants and thousands of diners
participated in ‘Taste’, raising more than $95,000 for Fife
House’s programs and services. Since 2001, the event
has raised more than $1.3 million. The concept is simple. Restaurants donate 25% of patrons' meals to Fife
House. Volunteers hosts are matched with participating
restaurants and invite friends, family, and colleagues to
join them at their restaurant and encourage donations
directly to Fife House. The community and volunteer
nature of A Taste For Life keeps overhead to a bare minimum, ensuring that 95% of the funds raised go to our
programs and services. Fife House is very appreciative
of our lead sponsor, TD, and all other sponsors.
The 2019 event will be held on May 1st. Save the
date and join us again by dining our for a great cause.
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Addictions
Supportive
Housing Program
A Partnership between Fife House and LOFT McEwan
Housing and Support Services

The HIV Addictions Supportive Housing Program (ASH) is a
Housing First partnership between Loft’s McEwan Program
and Fife House. ASH addresses gaps in service for homeless persons living with HIV/AIDS who experience health,
mental health and severe substance use challenges,
who cycle between hospitals, prisons, and detoxification
Occupancy Rate
beds. Fife House is the housing agency and manages 35
units of rent-supplemented housing through head leases
throughout the City of Toronto. Loft McEwan provides the
Reduction in
intensive case management supports on a ratio of 8:1. The
Emergency Visits
combined five-person Fife/McEwan team have successfully
managed this Toronto-first program since 2010.
In 2017/2018 the ASH Program had a 98% occupancy
Reduction in
rate.
Through intensive case management and supports
Hospitalizations
the program has seen an 85% reduction in emergency
room visits, and a 77% reduction in hospitalizations. These
as well as a wide range of successes
metrics have been steadily maintained. The program has
had huge success in providing affordable, stable housing
among its residents
and improving clients’ health and wellness. These successes mean Fife House and Loft McEwan have been granted
additional funding from the Ministry of
Health and Long Term Care, and the Toron“Words can’t begin to express the gratitude I have for
to Central LHIN, to add more units and an
you and the entire ASH program. I know I was not an
additional case manager to the team. The
easy person to work with, in fact I know I was almost
ASH program has been involved in a wide
range of successes among its residents,
impossible at times to support. However, your support
ranging from supporting someone to reduce
was unwavering, you never flinched. You guys saved my
their risk of harm when using, to supporting
life. That’s been well established, and said before. Howsomeone to successfully reintegrate themever, you guys did so much more than that, you built me selves back into successful, gainful employa completely new life. It’s a life I never could have imagment, to reconnecting with estranged family
ined, and the best part about it. I feel like the future for
members. All this starting with a foundation
of appropriate and supportive housing.
me is limitless. Thank you, thank you all, from the botThe ASH program supports clients in
tom of my heart.” — ASH client
buildings throughout central Toronto.

In 2017/2018, the ASH program
successfully boasted a

98%
85%
77%

OHSUTP —

The Ontario HIV
& Substance Use
Training Program
The Ontario HIV & Substance Use Training Program
(OHSUTP) provides training to substance use, mental
health and allied service providers in Ontario, in order
to increase knowledge of HIV/AIDS and to promote skills
development.
The topics consist of a mix of training materials
including PowerPoint presentations, exercises, videos,
group discussion, and case studies; they can be delivered separately, though we encourage booking the
full training. The full training is two days, which can be
scheduled back to back or over a period of weeks or
months. We will work with your organization to determine your needs and which modules are most appropriate.
OHSUTP is a service of Fife House and is funded
by the AIDS Bureau, Ministry of Health and Long Term
Care. A Provincial Advisory Committee, consisting of
representatives from addiction service organizations
and AIDS service organizations, provides input into our
programming.
OHSUTP services are offered free of charge across
the province. We are accredited with the Canadian Addiction Counsellors Certification Federation (CACCF) for
continuing education credits.
Depending on staff size, we offer in-house training, or we support you to plan with other allied social
services in your area. Please visit our website for more
information:
www.ohsutp.ca
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O N T A R I O
HIV & Substance Use
Training Program

Access to effective substance use
services is a determinant for the
health and well-being of people
living with HIV/AIDS, and those
at risk for HIV.
All people have the right to
deliver and receive services in an
environment of mutual respect,
compassion and dignity.
Skills development of substance
use service providers improves
the quality of care for people
living with HIV/AIDS and those at
risk for HIV.
Partnership and collaboration
with substance use services is essential to the delivery of focused,
integrated, holistic services for
people living with HIV/AIDS and
those at risk for HIV.
OHSUTP recognizes that best
practices in substance use
services include harm reduction
and abstinence-based models.

ABRPO —
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The AIDS Bereavement
and Resiliency Program
of Ontario
The AIDS Bereavement and Resiliency Program of
Ontario (ABRPO) is a unique resource for Ontario’s
AIDS-serving agencies looking explicitly at loss and
transition as a means to build individual and team capacity within their organizational setting.
Since 1994, ABRPO has collaborated with organizations to build worker, agency and community resiliency
in the face of AIDS-related multiple loss and transition.
ABRPO supports AIDS-serving organizations in developing tools for multi-level responses to the stressors
arising from the evolving nature of HIV work, particularly complex losses.
In addition to the pre-existing legacy of multiple
death-related losses, agency personnel are responding
to HIV as a chronic illness increasingly associated with a
degree of predictability and also uncertainty as people
live longer with HIV. Staff and boards are also called on
to effectively manage the losses inherent in change and
transition as they incorporate agency shifts in strategic
directions, funding challenges, etc.
ABRPO works with groups to design workshops,
train paid and unpaid workers and assist management
in assessing and enhancing individual, agency and community resiliency.

The work of ABRPO facilitates:
workers to maintain high levels of
quality in human service;
organizations to maintain efficacy
in the face of significant loss and
transition;
communities to respond effectively
to the diverse populations requiring
support;
agencies and community members
with the practical implementation of
GIPA/MIPA as part of a people living
with HIV/AIDS resiliency framework.

Good Grief Care Pilot Project
ABRPO was funded by the Toronto Central LHIN to
design and implement a four-month pilot project in response to the loss-impact being experienced by Toronto
supportive housing workers and community members
dealing with opioid-related deaths and overdoses. The
project included conducting impact debriefing circles
and tailored training for frontline workers and managers on grief and loss.

Key Emergent Themes Across All Events
and Surveys
•

Grief and loss is having significant impact on
workers and managers.

Personal Support
& Care Planning
Program at
Seaton House
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•

•
•

The debriefings are an important and effective
opportunity for workers to process some of the grief
and loss and that doing so enabled them to refocus
on their daily responsibilities.
Managers and organizations were under resourced in
terms of knowledge, time and staffing to effectively
deal with the impact of grief and loss.
Connection is the antidote to loss — not that connection would mean the loss was not relevant or painful,
but that connection would enable staff, organizations, and communities to recover from their losses.
This is the essence of resilience.

In response to the George Street Revitalization the Local
Health Integration Network (LHIN) along with consultants
approached Fife House to develop and deliver a model of
personal support and coordinated care in collaboration with
the integrated shelter support teams and clinical teams at
Seaton House, on the 3rd Floor Infirmary/Annex Program and
the 4th Floor Long Term Program. The primary goals of this
initiative are:

1

To address unmet health and personal care
needs of men staying at Seaton House who
have complex health, mental health and substance use issues.

2

To support client engagement in their
personal care to identify goals around
activities of daily living and instrumental
activities of daily living and the development of
individualized service plans which support life
skills development.

3

To develop coordinated care planning/
service planning processes which engage
shelter, housing, and community partners and
smooth transitions of care and support for clients through the George Street Revitalization
process.

Fife House has a support team working at Seaton
House on the 3rd Floor Infirmary/Annex Program and
the 4th Floor Long Term Program. This team includes
a full-time Mental Health and Addictions (MHA) case
manager/Coordinated Care Planning who supervises,
schedules and supports four full-time, two part-time
and relief personal support workers. The MHA case
manager leads ongoing assessment of personal care
needs and the delivery of personal care, in collaboration
with Seaton House staff, Inner City Family Health Team,
Inner City Health Associates and Toronto Central LHIN
Home and Community Care.
The MHA case manager works in collaboration with
Seaton House staff to develop client identification/intake process, assessment of need, and the development
of model of care for Annex/Infirmary, and 4th Floor
clients. Consultation will also be needed from Seaton
House staff, Inner City Family Health Team, and Inner
City Health Associates to prioritize the scope of care of
activities of daily living and instrumental activities of
daily living for clients.
The delivery of personal care services is currently
focused on the unmet basic care needs such as bathing,
hygiene, transfers, toileting, grooming care with the
highest needs clients, and then build a broader psychosocial client engagement and goal setting process
around the fuller scope of activities of daily living and
instrumental activities of daily living.
Service delivery started in February 2018. Since that
time more than 40 clients have completed intake and
over 1000 units of service have been delivered.

Spotlight —
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Shady Queens
THE SHEQUEL
Tuesday, Oct. 3

The Danforth Music Hall

After our sold-out, smash hit in 2016, Shady Queens returned to The
Danforth Music Hall with, ‘The Shequel’ on October 3rd, 2017. Six of the
biggest superstars from the hit TV series RuPaul’s Drag Race performed
their top hits in front of a roaring audience. VIP and Platinum ticket
holders were treated to a VIP networking reception at Globe Bistro
before the show. Thank you to Woody’s for being the official after-party
sponsor which saw more than 500 people attend.
Thank you to the 1275 community members who showed Fife
House support by attending this event and helping raise over $65,000.
Shady Queens 2018 is scheduled for Thursday, October 4th and
continues with five new and returning legends from RuPaul’s Drag
Race. The event is a part of Fife House’s Spotlight program, our largest
signature fundraiser. Funds directly support Fife House’s programs and
services.

Presenting Sponsor

Sponsors
Well+ Good
P H A R M A C Y

®

THE PRINTING HOUSE

Research &
Evaluation

The Department of Research and Evaluation at Fife
House is engaged in community-based research and
evaluation studies that impact the programs and services for people living with HIV/AIDS.

The objectives of this study are as follows:

Performers
for Life
mırvısh.com

FOR LIFE

TARRAGON

To identify housing challenges of unstably
housed youth living with HIV/AIDS.

Youth, HIV and Housing Study
In January 2017, Fife House received funding from
the Ontario HIV Treatment Network for this community-based research study developed by Fife House,
in collaboration with Wilfrid Laurier University, AIDS
Committee of Toronto, AIDS Committee of Durham Region, The Teresa Group, YMCA Sprott House, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health and youth members of the
community of people living with HIV/AIDS and further
supported by advisory committee comprising of Egale
Canada Human Rights Trust, Peel HIV/AIDS Network,
LOFT Community Services and Toronto Public Health.
Homelessness and housing instability significantly
impacts the youth demographic, as youth outnumber
other demographic groups in the homeless population
in Canada. A substantial population of youth living with
HIV/AIDS are dealing with homelessness and housing
instability, corresponding with increased risk behaviour.
Housing is a key determinant of health and previous
research has shown that stable housing positively impacts service utilization, compliance with antiretroviral
therapy and reduces participation in high risk activities.
While homelessness, housing instability, and HIV in general are well researched, there is a dearth of published
literature specifically on housing instability of youth
living with HIV/AIDS.

To identify the individual, systemic and
structural barriers to social support and
health care services experience by unstably
housed youth living with HIV/AIDS.
To explore the issues of stigma and discrimination (housing related and otherwise) as relates to gender, age, income, race and sexual
orientation, experienced by unstably housed
youth living with HIV/AIDS.
To document the variation in experiences of
perinatally infected youth (long term survivors now) and those infected later in life.
This study will generate preliminary data to make
a case for additional research and address some of the
gaps in literature. The findings of this study will help
Fife House, YMCA-Sprott House and Egale (collaborating
on this research study) develop and modify housing
services and programs to better support youth living
with HIV/AIDS, impacting their quality of life. The data
generated is also critical for AIDS service organizations
with youth focused programs, to make and advocate for
changes based on research evidence.
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PERFORMERS

Each year, our volunteers ‘shake the donation can’ in
the lobbies of many of Toronto’s established theatres
asking patrons to make a donation towards our
provision of secure and affordable supportive housing
and support services for people living with HIV/AIDS.
The Performers for Life fundraising campaign brings
the Toronto theatre community and theatre patrons
together to support our mission.
During the 2018/2019 campaign season, people
attending select theatre performances throughout the
year are invited to make post-performance donations to
Fife House.
In March 2018, Fife House raised more than $25,000
with Mirvish Productions at the Royal Alexandra
Theatre during a week of Come From Away. Thank you
to the cast and crew who inspired patrons to give so
generously!

THEATRE
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Financials

2017
2018

Funders &
Donors
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Condensed Statement of Operations
Year ended March 31, 2018 with comparative figures for 2017
2018
Revenue
Core Grants
One-time Grants
Development
Capital Campaign
Other Income
Total Revenue

$

$

Operating Expenses
Salaries and Benefits
Programs
Rent
Administration
Development
Advertising and Recruitment
Other
Total Expenses
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenue over Expenses

$

$
$

REVENUE

2,933,412
1,032,667
159,073
85,343
81,416
16,135
127,331
4,435,377
(881)

$

$

$

$
$

3,014,209
1,400
460,683
481,293
3,957,585

2,718,545
788,899
151,145
82,503
68,555
11,292
113,289
3,934,228
23,357

EXPENSES
One-Time
Grants
$271,214

Programs
$1,032,667

Development
$437,751
Capital
Campaign
$1,827
Core Grants
$3,122,928

3,122,928
271,214
437,751
1,827
600,776
4,434,496

2017

Other
Income
$600,776

Rent
$159,073
Administration
$85,343
Development
$81,416

Salaries and
Benefits
$2,933,412

Advertising &
Recruitment
$16,135
Other
$127,331

Fife House is grateful to
the many corporations and
foundations that support
us. Without their help, we
would not be able to provide
essential programs and
services to our residents and
client, on which they rely.

Corporations

Foundations

BMO Financial Group

A & A King Family Foundation

CIBC

Arbor Memorial Foundation

Darling Insurance

CHUM Charitable Foundation

HOK

Fran & Edmund Clark Foundation

Moxies Courtney Park

James Raymond Cowling Foundation

OUTFRONT Media

John Howard Society of Toronto

The following is a list for the
2017–2018 fiscal year.

Prodigy Retail Construction

M•A•C AIDS Fund

TD Bank Financial Group

Pride & Remembrance Association Inc.

TGA-ARS

RBC Foundation

The Printing House

The Benevity Community Impact Fund

Well+Good Pharmacy

The KPMG Foundation

Whole Foods Market Yorkville

The Little Elves Foundation

WSP

The Lloyd Carr-Harris Foundation

Woody's

The McLean Foundation

Funders

Government of Canada

City of Toronto

Core funding for programs and services
is provided by:

Public Health Agency of Canada

Shelter, Support and Housing Administration

Toronto Central Local Health
Integration Network

Employment and Social Development
Canada
•
•

Homeless Partnering Strategy
Canada Summer Jobs

•

Housing Support Service Projects

•

Hostel Services

Employment & Social Services
•

Investing in Neighbourhoods

Ontario Ministry of Health and
Long Term Care

Ontario HIV Treatment Network

AIDS Bureau

Toronto Community Housing Corporation

Housing, Forensic Mental Health and
Community Services

McEwan Housing and Support Service/LOFT
Community Services

Centre for Independent living in Toronto, Inc.
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Ways You
Can Help
Volunteer
Last year, nearly 300 volunteers contributed 15,000+ hours of their time and skills
toward different programs, committees,
administration, events and peer support.

One-Time Donation
Your donation helps Fife House provide
HIV+ persons an opportunity to improve
their health, have a roof over their heads,
and to get back on their feet.

Become a
Fife House Builder
Help build residences, build programs,
and build services through a fixed amount
every month.

Other Ways to Give
Work with us to form a new event, ask your
employer to match donations, provide a
prize for a raffle, the sky's the limit!

To Learn More about Fife House or to Make a Donation
Please Visit fifehouse.org or call 416-205-9888
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Fife House provides secure,
supportive, affordable housing to
people living with HIV/AIDS in the
Greater Toronto Area.

Fife House Foundation Inc.
Head Office
2nd Floor — 490 Sherbourne St.
Toronto, ON | M4X 1K9
T • 416-205-9888
F • 416-205-9919
info@fifehouse.org
www.fifehouse.org

For the latest on events, our work, and how you can help, please visit us on
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube.

@fifehouse

/fifehouse

/fife_house

/fifehousefoundation

Charitable Registration Number
13040 1573 RR0001

